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Abstract This paper is a phenomenological description of multispacecraft observations of energetic
particles caused by the close flyby of comet C/2013 A1 Siding Spring with Mars on 19 October 2014. This
is the first time that cometary energetic particles have been observed at Mars. The Mars Atmosphere and
Volatile EvolutioN (MAVEN)-solar energetic particle (SEP) and the Mars Odyssey-High Energy Neutron
Detector (HEND) instruments recorded evidence of precipitating particles, which are likely O+ pickup ions,
during the ~10 hr that Mars was within the region of the comet’s coma. O+ pickup ions were also detected
several hours after, although whether their origin is the comet or space weather is not conclusive. We discuss
the possible origin of those particles and also the cause of an additional shower of energetic particles that
HEND observed between 22 and 35 hr after the comet’s closest approach, which may be related to dust
impacts from the comet’s dust tail. An O+ pickup ion energy flux simulation is performed with representative
solar wind and cometary conditions, together with a simulation of their energy deposition profile in the
atmosphere of Mars. Results indicate that the O+ pickup ion fluxes observed by SEP were deposited in the
ionosphere around 105 to 120 km altitude, and they are compared with precomet flyby estimations of
cometary pickup ions. The comet’s flyby deposited a significant fluence of energetic particles into Mars’
upper atmosphere, at a similar level to a large space weather event.

Plain Language Summary Comet Siding Spring is a comet from the Oort cloud (a spherical shell of
cometary bodies far beyond the solar system) that made a single flyby through the inner solar system in
October 2014. It passed very close to Mars on 19 October 2014, at only one third of the Earth-Moon distance.
This is a unique event as a close encounter of this type with Mars is predicted to occur only once in
100,000 years. In this work, we analyze data from the Mars Atmosphere and Volatile EvolutioN (MAVEN) and
the Mars Odyssey missions in order to understand how the Martian atmosphere reacts to such an unusual
external event. This is done through the study of energetic particles from the comet. These particles are
important as they constitute an energy input into Mars’ atmosphere and are therefore useful for
understanding atmospheric evolution and habitability. We have found several O+ detections from the comet,
while Mars was within the comet environment (during ~10 hr). Also, we discuss several other interesting
features that occurred after the closest approach, which could be related to comet dust tail impacts between
22 and 35 hr after the comet’s closest approach. In general, the comet deposited into Mars’ upper
atmosphere a similar level of energy to that of a large space weather storm.

1. Context and Motivation

On 19 October 2014 at 18:28 UT, the Oort cloud comet C/2013 A1 (hereinafter Siding Spring) made its closest
approach (CA) to Mars at 138,000 km (41.4 Mars radii), a third of the Earth-Moon distance. The gaseous coma
washed over Mars, and the red planet passed directly through the cometary debris stream, as visualized in
Figure 1, and at Espley et al. (2015) and Wang et al. (2016). As a close encounter of this type with Mars is pre-
dicted to occur only once in 100,000 years, this is likely the only opportunity for measurements associated
with planetary/cometary encounters. This unique event enables us to investigate the response of the
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Martian plasma system, as this may have implications for overall atmospheric evolution. However, before,
during, and after the CA, there were significant space weather events, such as the impact of the flank of a
large interplanetary coronal mass ejection (ICME) together with a corotating interaction region (CIR) ~44 hr
prior to the CA (Lester et al., 2017; Witasse, Sánchez-Cano, Mays, et al., 2017) and a fast solar wind stream
between 17 and 22 October, which make the interpretation of the observations challenging. The main
goal of this work is to gain more knowledge about the energetic particle showers that rained over Mars
during the comet Siding Spring flyby with the objective of determining the nature of the complex
interaction between the solar wind during a highly active space weather interval, the comet, and Mars’
upper atmosphere. To that end, a detailed phenomenological description from multispacecraft
observations of the energetic particles that reached the Martian atmosphere, associated with the transit of
comet Siding Spring, is presented. In this paper, we define energetic particles as charged particles and
photons with energy in the range of kiloelectron volts up to ~2 MeV.

2. Previous Findings

Comet Siding Spring was discovered by Robert McNaught at the Siding Spring Observatory in Australia
(McNaught et al., 2013) in 2013. It had a hyperbolic orbit with an inclination angle of 129° (heliocentric ecliptic
J2000 reference) and moved from south to north of the ecliptic at the time of CA, traveling at a relative speed
of ~56 km/s (JPL Small-Body Database; https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/sbdb.cgi?). Figure 1 shows the geometry of
the encounter. When passing close to the Sun, ice sublimated from the surface, also releasing dust, and

Figure 1. Geometry of theMars-comet encounter at CA, created using the SPICE-enhanced tool Cosmographia. For a better
visualization, comet Siding Spring has been represented as a sphere of radius 15,000 km. A 3-D visualization of the
encounter can be found at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dhI8VxZX1dA. (a) Side view of Mars and the comet, from
the afternoon-dusk sector (the Sun is to the left). (b) View of the Sun, Mars, and the comet from behind Mars. (c) View of
MAVEN, Mars Odyssey, and MEX orbit trajectories about Mars from near the comet’s view. X, Y, and Z are the vector
coordinates of Mars in a body fixed frame. MEX = Mars Express; CA = closest approach; MAVEN = Mars Atmosphere and
Volatile EvolutioN.
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producing a cometary spherical atmosphere called a coma, of which its outer part (outer coma) classically
extends ~106 km from the nucleus, and the inner and denser part (inner coma) typically extends ~105 km
(e.g., Cravens, 1997). Siding Spring is considered a dynamically new comet (Farnocchia et al., 2014) whose ori-
gin is found in the Oort cloud, and this is most likely its first passage through the solar system (Espley et al.,
2015). Its water production rate at Mars was in situ and remotely estimated at 1.1–1.5 ± 0.5 × 1028 molecules/s
(Bodewits et al., 2015; Crismani et al., 2015; Schleicher et al., 2014), with a total impacting mass of gas at Mars
of 2.4 ± 1.2 × 104 kg (Crismani et al., 2015). The dust activity of the coma was monitored for a year by Opitom
et al. (2016) and Li et al. (2016) from telescopes observations, although there are no current estimates of the
actual amount of dust deposited into the Martian atmosphere.

Mars transited the region of the outer coma of Siding Spring for ~10 hr (Espley et al., 2015), which mainly
affected the Martian southern hemisphere during the encounter (Wang et al., 2016), with a peak dust flux
at ~20:06 UT on 19 October (Tricarico et al., 2014) when Mars crossed the comet’s orbital plane. As a result,
dust particles ablated in the Martian ionosphere at 100 to 150 km altitude as measured ~5 hr after CA, form-
ing a strong ionization layer (Gurnett et al., 2015; Schneider et al., 2015), and a large increase in the total elec-
tron content (TEC) of the ionosphere (Restano et al., 2015). This cometary ionization layer was sustained for at
least 19 hr after the dust peak flux on the nightside and 12 hr on the dayside (Venkateswara Rao et al., 2016).
Moreover, several species of heavy ions were observed by the Mars Atmosphere and Volatile EvolutioN
(MAVEN) mission down to ~185 km for 2.5 days after CA (Benna et al., 2015).

Siding Spring, like a typical comet, also had two tails that extended millions of kilometers, a dust tail formed
by material from the surface and coma that was blown away due to solar radiation pressure, and follows the
comet’s orbit but lagged behind the extended Sun-comet vector; and an ion tail (also called a gas tail) that is
oriented antisunward direction with a lag angle of a few degrees. The ion tail is formed of pickup ions that
have joined the flow of the solar wind, adding mass to it and decelerating it. This produces a draping of
the magnetic field to form the induced magnetotail (or induced comet magnetosphere; e.g., Cravens &
Gombosi, 2004), inside of which the ion tail is found. Mars was mainly affected by the outer coma, the head
of the cometary magnetosphere, and the dust tail of Siding Spring and passed very close to the expected
location of the outer edge of the inner coma (Espley et al., 2015).

The comet-solar wind interaction depends mainly on four factors, that is, on the production rate and out-
flow velocity of the cometary gas (comet activity), on the solar wind plasma and magnetic field charac-
teristics, on the Sun’s photon radiation, and on certain comet composition parameters (such as
ionization cross sections; McKenna-Lawlor, 1999). In terms of comet activity, and so, in terms of interac-
tion region sizes, Siding Spring can be considered similar to other comets at the time they were visited
by previous missions, such as comets 21P/Giacobini-Zinner, 19P/Borrelly, 81P/Wild, 103P/Hartley2, and
67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko (when at its perihelion). On the other hand, Siding Spring was about an
order of magnitude more active than comets 26P/Grigg-Skjellerup, 9P/Tempel1, and comet
67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko (before and after perihelion), and an order of magnitude less active than
comet P/Halley (e.g., A’Hearn et al., 1995; Gicquel et al., 2012; Hansen et al., 2016; Huddleston et al.,
1990; Johnstone et al., 1993; Mäkinen et al., 2001; McFadden et al., 1987; Meech et al., 2011). In terms
of solar wind and solar radiation factors, each comet is different as the comet interaction with the solar
wind strongly depends on the in situ solar activity conditions. For example, cometary pickup ions became
much more energetic at comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko when approaching the Sun (larger solar
radiation) as measured by the Rosetta mission (Goldstein et al., 2015). Likewise, the flux of energetic par-
ticles, the flux of accelerated cometary water ions, and the densities of cold and hot plasmas increased
significantly as a consequence of several CIRs and ICMEs that hit this comet (e.g., Edberg, Alho, et al.,
2016; Edberg, Eriksson, et al., 2016; Witasse, Sánchez-Cano, Mays, et al., 2017). Another example is comet
P/Grigg-Skjellerup that was partly embedded within a CIR when the Giotto spacecraft encountered it, and
consequently, the encounter was marked by a high interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) and high back-
ground particle fluxes, very different solar wind conditions to when the comet P/Halley was encountered
by the same mission (Kirsch et al., 1997; McKenna-Lawlor, 1999).

As a result of the Mars and Siding Spring interaction with the solar wind, neutral species of the comet’s coma
were ionized by extreme ultraviolet (EUV) photoionization, charge exchange, and electron impact ionization
processes, creating mainly O+ ions that were picked up and energized by the electric fields in the solar wind.
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Consequently, showers of cometary energetic particles rained over Mars predominantly on its dayside hemi-
sphere. Additionally, Mars has an oxygen exosphere within which the pickup ion process happens at all times
(e.g., Luhmann et al., 1992; Luhmann & Kozyra, 1991; Leblanc & Johnson, 2001; Fang et al., 2008; Curry et al.,
2013; Wang et al., 2014; Rahmati et al., 2014, 2015, 2017). However, during the comet flyby, the exospheric O+

pickup ions were overshadowed by the cometary ones as we analyze in this study, and as previously pre-
dicted by Gronoff et al. (2014) and Wang et al. (2016). Before the comet flyby, Gronoff et al. (2014) and
Wang et al. (2016) performed two pickup O+ ion simulations based on the Rahmati et al. (2014) model but
with different upstream conditions. Gronoff et al. (2014) predicted that the O+ pickup ion flux would increase
of 2 orders of magnitude above 50 keV, while Wang et al. (2016) predicted an enhancement between 1 and
100 keV. Both pieces of work estimated the deposition altitude in the ionosphere at 110 km.

In this work, first, we describe observations of energetic particles from various instruments and spacecraft
during the encounter, and second, we estimate the O+ pickup ion flux using the same model as Gronoff
et al. (2014) and Wang et al. (2016) and also the deposition altitude in the ionosphere of those particles,
both based on current multispacecraft observations. The main science questions that this work tries to
answer are: How do we characterize the interaction between a comet and a planetary atmosphere from
the energetic particles/pickup ions point of view? And how large was the energetic particle shower at
Mars that Siding Spring produced? This part of the Siding Spring comet interaction with Mars has not
been analyzed so far with in situ data, and it is important because it constitutes a significant energy input
into Mars’ atmosphere, which is also essential to understand atmospheric evolution and, subsequently, the
habitability of the red planet.

3. Observations

Figure 2 shows observations of relevant parameters recorded by the MAVEN and Mars Odyssey missions.
Mars was affected by the comet’s coma for ~10 hr (Espley et al., 2015). The coma does not have a sharp
boundary because the density decreases gradually with distance. However, a vertical transparent yellow
bar has been included in Figure 2 to indicate whenMars was at a distance of less than 106 km from the comet
and, therefore, presumably in the outer coma region. The CA is marked with a vertical gray dashed line. As we
describe in the following subsections, special attention is given to several energy/particle enhancement
intervals detected by the MAVEN-solar energetic particle (SEP) instrument and by the Mars Odyssey-High
Energy Neutron Detector (HEND) instrument, which are denoted with a capital letter in Figure 2. Since geo-
metries are key to understanding the data sets, Figures 3 and 4 show theMAVEN-SEP instrument field-of-view
(FOV) vector components, and the Mars Odyssey orbit trajectory (i.e., HEND location) respectively, both in the
Mars-Solar-Orbital (MSO) coordinate system for the same intervals highlighted in Figure 2. Themain objective
of Figures 3 and 4 is to identify the positions of the energy/particle enhancements in Figure 2 over the planet
and so the nature of the particles detected by the instruments (pickup ions, dust sputtering, etc.). We note
that the term SEP throughout the paper refers to the solar energetic particle instrument, not to solar ener-
getic particles themselves. Other MAVEN instruments capable of recording energetic particles, such as the
Suprathermal and Thermal Ion Composition (STATIC) instrument are not used in this study because they were
not operating during the CA in order to protect them from cometary debris impacts.

3.1. MAVEN-SEP Observations

Figures 2a–2c show the ion differential flux spectra and the total ion fluxes integrated over 30–1,000 keV
from the MAVEN-SEP instrument plotted versus time from 19 to 21 October inclusive. SEP is a solid-state
telescopic detector designed to measure the flux of solar energetic particles. SEP consists of two sensors,
SEP1 and SEP2, each containing two double ended telescopes, which are mounted perpendicular to one
another and that are able to measure ions over the energy range ∼20–6,000 keV (Larson et al., 2015). The
total FOV of each detector is 42° × 31° (~3% of the full sky), with the front look directions labeled SEP1f
and SEP2f (usually oriented 45° away from the Mars-Sun line), and the rear SEP1r and SEP2r (usually oriented
135° away from the Mars-Sun line; Lillis et al., 2016). Energetic oxygen pickup ions are normally observed in
the sunward hemisphere with SEP1f and SEP2f. The incident energy of oxygen ions has to be >60 keV
(Rahmati et al., 2015), although the detected energy by SEP is lower than 60 keV due to a pulse height defect
(more detailed information in Larson et al., 2015). SEP1r and SEP2r data are not displayed in Figure 2 as they
do not show any notable cometary features at the time of the encounter. In this paper we focus only on the
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Figure 2. MAVEN and HEND observations as a function of time. In all panels, the Mars transit into the outer comet coma is
marked with a yellow vertical band and the CA time with a vertical gray dashed line. The orbit geometry for the time
periods denoted with a capital letter inside a red circle in panels (c)–(e) is shown in Figure 2. (a, b) MAVEN-SEP ion energy
spectra of SEP1f and SEP2f, respectively. (c) MAVEN-SEP total ion flux of both SEP1f and SEP2f. (d) Mars Odyssey-HEND
energy profiles from high-energy channels 8–16. (e) Same as in (d) but for lower-energy channels 1–7. (f) MAVEN-mag-
netometer observations. (g) MAVEN-EUV observations (only data with the Sun in the field of view). The red and blue profiles
belong to the left ordinate axis and the green profile to the right one. (h) Mars-comet distance (black, left axis) and Mars-
comet’s orbital plane distance (blue, right axis). MAVEN = Mars Atmosphere and Volatile EvolutioN; SEP = solar energetic
particle; HEND = High Energy Neutron Detector; EUV = extreme ultraviolet; DOY = day of year.
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Figure 3. MAVEN-SEP geometry observations of both SEPf telescopes for the time periods denoted with a capital letter
inside a red circle in Figure 2. (a) At the time of the CA (interval A), (b) a day after the comet flyby (interval B). For each
telescope, the upper subpanel shows the MAVEN-SEPf Ion energy spectra (from Figure 2), and the bottom subpanel shows
the FOV in Mars-Solar-Orbital coordinates. MAVEN = Mars Atmosphere and Volatile EvolutioN; SEP = solar energetic par-
ticle; FOV = field of view; CA = closest approach; DOY = day of year.
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period of the comet’s encounter, but both the previous ICME and comet effects as recorded by the SEP
instrument can be found in Figure A1 of the appendix or in Figure 6c of Witasse, Sánchez-Cano, Mays,
et al. (2017). It is clear from visual inspection of Figures A1a–A1d that the SEP observations are notably

Figure 4. Mars Odyssey-HEND geometry observations for the time periods denoted with a capital letter inside a red circle
in Figure 2. (a) At the time of the CA (interval C), (b) right after CA (interval D), and (c) a day after (interval E). In each
panel, the upper subpanel shows the HEND observations (from Figure 2). The bottom subpanel shows the Mars Odyssey
orbit in lines in Mars-Solar-Orbital coordinates. A colored square highlights the location of HEND enhancements.
HEND = High Energy Neutron Detector; CA = closest approach; DOY = day of year.
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different before and after the comet encounter, even considering that, before the cometary encounter, a
large ICME hit Mars. The SEP ion fluxes are quite variable immediately after the comet CA lasting for at least
a couple of days, rather than immediately, as is the case after the ICME and fast stream transits. This suggests
a very complex scenario of interactions between the comet and space weather event for several days (and
not only for the CA time), as we discuss below.

The remnant effects of the ICME that hit Mars on 17 October are visible along the first three panels of Figure 2.
The SEP background fluxes (blueish, greenish, and yellowish colors) gradually decrease in energy from 19 to
22 October, and there are several ion energy flux enhancements (reddish colors below ~50 keV) before the
comet flyby, which are most likely Mars exospheric pickup O+. Despite this, the cometary effects recorded
by MAVEN-SEP during the Mars transit of the comet’s coma are clearly visible in the first three panels and
are identified as interval A in Figure 2c (starting on 19 October 13:58 UT at 9.1 × 105 km of distance to the
comet before CA and ending on 20 October 00:31 UT at 1.2 × 106 km of distance after CA). The prominent
ion differential flux spectra (reddish colors) of SEP2f match almost perfectly with the time that Mars was at
a distance of<106 km from the comet (yellow bar), with the maximum ion flux (SEP1f and SEP2f) at the time
of CA. Although not shown here, energy fluxes also show a maximum at CA. This means that the assumption
by Espley et al. (2015) of a coma radius of ~106 km was realistic. These ion flux enhancements were detected
between energies of ~30 and ~100 keV, being maximum at the lowest-energy levels and were detected on
the dayside of both northern and southern Martian hemispheres (Figure 3a). These observations are qualita-
tively similar to the EPONA/Giotto observations at the CA of comet 26P/Grigg-Skjellerup in 1992 (McKenna-
Lawlor & Afonin, 1999). In that case, the particle energy was ~60–260 keV, which is similar to our observations,
taking into account the different flyby geometries (Giotto was only at ~200 km from the comet’s nucleus). The
ideal case would be to obtain the actual pickup O+

flux and directions as a function of energy, but due to the
small SEP sky coverage, only a very small part of the pickup O+ ring-beam distribution is sampled, and we can-
not determine the flux direction of all the incoming flux. Additionally, the disturbed background counts from
the ICME passage and the fact that MAVEN was never in the solar wind during this period make the problem
more complex. Nevertheless, observations during interval A seem consistent with O+ pickup ions from the
comet’s coma because of the timing of the observations and because SEP counts above ~50 keV are 1–2
orders of magnitude above the level of counts for pickup O+ associated with the Martian hot oxygen exo-
sphere (Rahmati et al., 2014). In spite of this, we note that there are other factors that can cause enhancements
in SEP low-energy measurements to the level of saturation during solar disturbed conditions, as SEP has
recorded during the last 3 years on Mars. For example, solar particle events associated with the passage of
CIRs or ICMEs (e.g., Rahmati et al., 2017, and references therein). However, we recall that for this case, SEP
observations look notably different before the CA than during and after CA (see Figure A1), even if there
was a large ICME embedded within a CIR and followed by a long-lasting fast stream ~44 hr before CA.
Indeed, as Espley et al. (2015) indicated, Siding Spring produced effects in the magnetic field comparable
to a large solar storm during CA, while here we view that this is the case also in terms of energetic particles.

Smaller ion enhancements than at CA (up to ~60 keV, reddish colors) were observed during the following 2 days
(up to ~1 × 107 km of Mars-comet distance after CA), beingmore intense the day after CA up to ~4 × 106 km of
Mars-comet distance (labeled B, Figure 2c) and more evident in the SEP1f detector. These signatures of interval
B, again seen in the dayside of both hemispheres (Figure 3b), are most likely precipitating O+ pickup ions,
although our analysis is not conclusive on whether these SEP detections are cometary O+ pickup ions or from
Mars’ exosphere. Simulations by Rahmati et al. (2014, 2015) show that in general O+

flux enhancements can
only last up to an hour, not half a day after the source has disappeared. Therefore, another source must have
been present to explain these pickup ion observations if they are from the comet. Since these signatures
occurred only few hours after Mars’ crossed the comet’s orbital plane (Figure 2h, between 3 × 105 and
1 × 106 km after Mars crossed the comet’s orbital plane) and, therefore, the denser part of the comet’s tail, they
could be related to less dense parts of the coma and dust tail hitting Mars. Additionally, these enhance-
ments coincide with extraordinary magnetic turbulence in Mars’ magnetosheath that lasted up to 20
October 09:00 UT (Espley et al., 2015), while the Mars’ plasma system was recovering from the cometary
encounter, which could help to understand the high variability of interval B. The solar wind disturbed con-
ditions during the comet’s flyby make difficult to draw a definitive conclusion on what was seen by the SEP
detectors. There is the possibility that they were still related to the ICME’s influence as previous studies have
shown that extreme upstream solar wind conditions, such as ICMEs or fast solar wind periods can generate
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these kinds of enhancements in SEP counts (Fang et al., 2013; Rahmati et al., 2015, 2017). However, we con-
sider this scenario less probable for a number of reasons: first, the timing directly after the comet encounter;
second, because as discussed before, it is obvious from Figure A1 that the observed SEP flux for a couple of
days after the comet flyby is outstandingly different from the SEP flux after the ICME impact; third, because
they occurred 3 days after the ICME onset and magnetic observations suggest that the Martian magneto-
sphere returned to nominal conditions after 30 hr (Espley et al., 2015); and fourth, because other instru-
ments also detected possible cometary signals during this period as we now discuss.

3.2. Mars Odyssey-HEND Observations

Figures 2d and 2e show the HEND instrument measurements on board Mars Odyssey (Zeitlin et al., 2010). The
HEND instrument is composed of five separate sensors that provide measurements of neutrons each one in a
different energy range from 0.4 up to 15 MeV (Zeitlin et al., 2010). One of these sensors is the scintillator block
(a neutron stilbene hydrocarbon spectrometer), which consists of two scintillators, an inner stilbene crystal
surrounded by an outer cesium iodide (CsI (Tl)) detector. Both scintillators are inside a light-tight housing
of ~2-mm thickness (as seen from Figure 3 of Hurley et al., 2006), and both together have a sensitivity limit
of ~2.5 MeV for high radiation fluxes. HEND records are somewhat more complex to evaluate than SEP
because both scintillators are sensitive to neutrons, charged particles, and energetic photons (Livshits
et al., 2005). As Livshits et al. (2005, 2006) and Hurley et al. (2006) describe, the energy intervals that both scin-
tillators can record are 60 keV–2 MeV for the inner detector and 30 keV–1 MeV for the outer detector. The
inner scintillator energy range includes radiation caused by the large number of electrons with energies
~100 keV, which produce gamma rays at the detector. The outer scintillator, which is a vetocounter and used
for anticoincidence rejection of the outer charged particles (used for triangulation), is ideal for space weather
analysis, as it is sensitive to minor to moderate solar particle events that hit the spacecraft and produce hard
X-ray emissions. For both sensors, data are stored in 16 channels of growing energy starting from 0. In this
study, we show data only from the outer scintillator, for which the approximate energy boundaries of each
of its channels was calibrated by Livshits et al. (2017). Considering this calibration, the energy range of the
channels plotted is ~195–>1,000 keV in Figure 2d and ~45–195 keV in Figure 2e.

In Figures 2d and 2e, peak-count enhancements were recorded in some parts of the Mars Odyssey orbit coin-
ciding with the timing of the coma transit (intervals C in Figure 2d and D in Figure 2e). These types of short
enhancements are commonly observed only in the lower channels of this data set in some periods of the year
and, normally, are smaller inmagnitude. Someof themare clearly associatedwith solar flares or solar energetic
particle events, but the vast majority have an unknown origin. However, no other similar peak was observed
from thebeginning of September 2014 to 28October 2014, with the exception of a single peak associatedwith
the M1.1 solar flare produced on 14 October 2014 (Witasse, Sánchez-Cano, Mays, et al., 2017). The peaks in
intervals C and D could be related to other solar flares that may have hit Mars during this period producing
an enhanced X-ray flux at Mars, as the solar active region 12192 was the largest sunspot group observed in
the last 24 years to that date and one of the most productive regions in terms of solar flares (Sun et al.,
2015). However, we do not think this is the case because only small C-class flares occurred, while Mars was
affected by the outer coma and whose timings do not match with the timing of any of the HEND peaks (see
NOAA GOES XRS flare catalogue; https://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/stp/space-weather/solar-data/solar-features/
solar-flares/x-rays/goes/xrs/). Moreover, a flare does not always produce a rise in HEND counts, for example,
the MAVEN-EUV instrument detected an X1.1 flare on 19 October at 05:08 UT (Figure 2g; Peterson et al.,
2016), but HEND did not show a response (Figures 2d and 2e). Previous studies of flare detections by HEND
showed that the typical duration of a flare as recorded by this instrument is ~10–12 min, normally associated
with photons with energy between 80 and 300 keV, having a sharp increase in counts, and are then followed
by a slower decay. Moreover, a typical flare, if detected by HEND, does so independently of its position around
the planet (see, e.g., Livshits et al., 2005; Livshits et al., 2006). We note that HEND’s view of the Sun during this
periodwas never obstructed byMars, as the Sunwas always in the FOVofMars Odyssey throughout the Siding
Spring encounter. Therefore, those HEND peaks identified as C and D were recorded in some preferential
regions about the planet (Figures 4a–4b) and are well alignedwith the comet flyby. Consequently for all these
reasons, we consider that the HEND peaks in this study are not caused by solar flares.

Additionally, these peaks could be caused by a solar energetic particle event. However, this scenario is very
unlikely to be the real cause: first, because a solar energetic particle event is normally associated with a flare or
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an ICME, and in our case, both large flares and ICMEs occur well before these HEND observations; and second,
because a solar energetic particle event normally lasts several days as recorded by HEND irrespective of where
the spacecraft is in its orbit (e.g., Morgan et al., 2014). We note that in Witasse, Sánchez-Cano, Mays, et al.
(2017), a complete solar wind simulation was presented in order to study the propagation of the ICME that
hit Mars ~44 hr before the comet flyby. For that simulation, the full catalog of ICMEs for several months before
and after this eventwas included. Considering this, we believe that therewas no other ICME that affectedMars
during this period. Likewise, we do not think that these peaks are due to neutrons recorded after a solar event,
because in that case, a suppression in the count rate should have been seen, like the neutron count decrease
observed during the transit of an ICME (the Forbush decrease; Forbush, 1938). For the ICME that hit Mars a day
before the comet, we observed the final part of the Forbush decrease (decreasing flux trend) in Figure 2d. The
minimum is reached at ~00:00 UT on 20October (formore information seeWitasse, Sánchez-Cano,Mays, et al.,
2017, or Figure A1). We note that a Forbush decrease can be observed by neutron monitors in orbit around
Mars and, also, by the radiation detector on board the Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) rover on Mars’ surface.
In the particular case of theMars Odyssey orbiter, the HEND instrument can detect a full Forbush decrease if the
ICME that produces the decrease does not have a very energetic SEP event associated to it. However, if the ICME
has an associated energetic SEP, then, the neutron monitor does record it (e.g., as in Lawrence et al., 2016;
Morgan et al., 2014). In our case, this means that the ICME that hit Mars on 17 October had some energetic par-
ticles traveling within it as MAVEN-SEP recorded, but those particles were not energetic enough to be recorded
by HEND. Instead, HEND recorded a Forbush decrease. Peaks during interval C in Figure 2dwere recorded, while
the Forbush decrease was still occurring, andwhile Mars was transiting the comet’s coma (inside the yellow bar,
at less than 106 km from the comet). Therefore, we conclude that these HEND peaks are presumably photons,
either as a result of gamma rays produced as secondary radiation after energetic coma particles hit the space-
craft (e.g., electrons or high-energy protons) and lose energy in the detector or as X-rays produced by electron
bremsstrahlung after comet particles interact with the spacecraft and the instrument material. Another possi-
bility is that these particles are ions from the coma, but in that case, they would need to be protons, which only
need tens of mega electron volts to penetrate the instrument housing, or other energetic and heavier ions that
penetrate directly from the entrance of the instrument (which is pointing toward the surface of Mars), and not
from any other direction as they would need to be very energetic (approximately hundreds of mega electron
volts) to be able to penetrate the housing of the detector and maybe even the spacecraft.

The peaks in interval C (starting on 19 October 16:06 UT at 4.9 × 105 km from the comet before CA and ending
on 19 October 20:54 UT at 5.1 × 105 km from the comet after CA) lasted for intervals of ~1 hr on the almost 2 hr
orbit and were recorded mainly in some of the higher energy channels (7–11, energy ~195–510 keV), mainly
when Mars Odyssey was in the dayside and southern hemisphere of Mars (Figure 4a). Although not shown
here, the inner detector also observed the samepeaks on the same channels. Considering their location in rela-
tion to the comet position, they could be gamma ray photons originating from particles within the coma.
Peaks in interval D (Figure 2e), which started on 19 October 20:48 UT at 4.9 × 105 km from the comet
after CA and ending on 20 October 04:06 UT at 1.9 × 106 km from the comet, were registered mainly
in channels 3–4 (energy ~86–132 keV) and with a duration of ~40 min on each consecutive orbit. They
occurred directly after CA, and at the time when Mars crossed the comet’s orbital plane (Figure 2h), that
is, when Mars crossed the densest part of the dust tail. Furthermore, they lasted up to ~10 hr after Mars
left the coma, being the first peak recorded on the dayside, south hemisphere and dawn-morning sector,
and each consecutive peak gradually detected more at the nightside, north hemisphere and afternoon-
dusk sector, which agrees with the comet trajectory in relation to Mars (Figure 4b). Although not shown
here, the inner detector did not observe any of these peaks. Therefore, they could be hard X-ray photons
produced by the impact of less energetic particles than for peaks in interval C. Because of the timing in
relation to the comet flyby and the comet’s orbital plane crossing, Mars location, and energy levels, these
peaks could have originated from comet particles from localized peaks in the dust flux from the coma
and the densest part of the dust tail. The peaks occur at the same time and in the same energy band
as the enhancements in interval B as observed by SEP. They could also be cometary pickup ions, although
accordingly to the Rahmati et al. (2014) model, these enhancements can hardly be associated with come-
tary O+ pickup ions as they would last only up to an hour (not up to 10 hr after the comet’s flyby).

Finally, peaks in interval E in Figure 2e were visible mainly in the lowest-energy channels, 1–4 (energy ~45–
132 keV) from 20 October 14:12 UT at 4 × 106 km from the comet to 21 October 02:34 UT at 6.5 × 106 km from
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the comet (1 × 106–2.2 × 106 km from orbital plane crossing). Each peak lasted less than 30 min, and their
origin is more enigmatic. These peaks occurred between 22 and 35 hr after CA and were recorded in seven
consecutive Mars Odyssey orbits only in the area close to the Martian south polar cap, on the dayside and
mainly on the afternoon-dusk hemispheres (Figure 4c). These observations are surprisingly very similar to
an unexpected energetic ion detection by the EPONA instrument onboard the Giotto mission after the CA
to the comet 26P/Grigg-Skjellerup in 1992 (McKenna-Lawlor & Afonin, 1999). The energetic ions were
observed by the EPONA instrument in the energy range ~60–100 keV at 9 × 104 km from the comet.
Based on EPONA and magnetic field observations, McKenna-Lawlor and Afonin (1999) suggested that those
late enhancements were caused by a fragment of the main comet within the comet’s tail. This is because
those late energetic ions were confined inside some magnetic boundaries that Giotto traversed. In our case,
the energy range and location of the HEND observations from comet Siding Spring coincides very well with
the EPONA observations, although it is not clear whether the peaks of interval E were caused by ions because
of the HEND detector characteristics explained above. However, we note that during this period, SEP
observed only small enhancements in ion fluxes (Figures 2a and 2b), with the exception of three short enhance-
ments (Figure 2c) that coincide well with the last HEND peaks. As described before, the dust tail is formed
because the solar radiation pressure blows material away from the comet’s surface and coma and typically fol-
lows the comet’s orbit. Although we did not find any telescope observations of the dust tail a day after the CA,
theoretically, there is a possibility that the long dust tail affected Mars’ plasma system while Mars was moving
still below the comet (up to ~1 day after CA), which moved from the south to the north of the ecliptic. If our
hypothesis was correct, in part, this could also help to explain the persistent Martian ionospheric metallic layer
for 2.5 days after CA (with a maximum 19 hr after the peak dust flux) observed by the Neutral Gas and Ion Mass
Spectrometer (NGIMS) instrument on board MAVEN (Benna et al., 2015). The nature of the particles that pro-
duce the periodic peaks recorded by HEND in interval E are presently unknown, though with regard to timing
and location in relation to the comet trajectory, they could be consistent with photons created by the impact of
dust tail particles, as we discuss in the next section. However, we note that the HEND energy is higher than
expected for heavy particles moving at 56 km/s, which is of the order of ~1 MeV or less.

3.3. MAVEN-MAG and EUV Observations

In order to help with the interpretation of the peaks during interval E, magnetic field records from the MAVEN
fluxgate magnetometers (MAG; Connerney et al., 2015) and EUV irradiance from the MAVEN EUV monitor
(Eparvier et al., 2015) in the solar EUV wavelengths 0.1–7, 17–22, and 121.6 nm are plotted in Figures 2f
and 2g, respectively. In these two panels, we focus our attention between 20 October 00:00 UT and 21
October 12:00 UT because a detailed assessment of the magnetic field observations during the comet
encounter has already been carried out by Espley et al. (2015) and of the X1.1 flare observed in the EUV data
on 19 October at 05:08 UT by Peterson et al. (2016). As Espley et al. (2015) described, there was significant
turbulence in the magnetic field observations after CA and up to 20 October 9:00 UT. We consider that the
subsequent orbits were relatively calm with maximum magnetic field magnitudes <30 nT at pericenter.
However, on the following two orbits after 20 October 9:00 UT, MAG recorded a stronger and persistent nega-
tive Z-component of the magnetic field (always lower than for the ICME), whose magnitude seems unrelated
to crustal fields (Cain et al., 2003; Morschhauser et al., 2014). These magnetic field observations could be
related to a moderate density enhancement within the fast stream that was crossing Mars at that time (such
as those discussed in Sánchez-Cano et al., 2017), as can be observed in the Mars Express solar wind measure-
ments shown in Figures 6e and 6f of Witasse, Sánchez-Cano, Mays, et al. (2017).

The EUV instrument also recorded a large increase in its three wavelength bands at ~20 October 18:00 UT
that was caused by a M4.5 solar flare. It was preceded by two smaller increases between 20 October at
00:00 and 12:00 UT that were caused by a C9.0 and a M3.9 solar flare, respectively, and was succeeded by
two smaller increases between 20 October 18:00 UT and 21 October that were caused by a M1.4 and a
M1.7 solar flare, respectively (see NOAA GOES XRS flare catalogue). We note that the EUV observations from
the 121.6-nm wavelength have a periodic oscillation (like a sawtooth pattern) with is related to MAVEN’s
orbit, as the 121.6-nm channel is sensitive to hydrogen in Mars’ corona, which causes some of the structure.
Further, the response function of this channel is more temperature dependent than the others and, therefore,
is affected by temperature-induced variability along the orbit. Although these flares occurred at about the
same period as the HEND peaks in interval E, the timing and magnitude of each single peak do not match
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with the flare timing, the HEND peaks being greater in magnitude after the largest M-class flare during this
period and lasting several hours longer than the last one. Moreover, as discussed before, this period was very
intense in term of solar flares, but only the one that was ejected at the same time as the ICME caused a small
enhancement in the HEND detector (e.g., see the null detection of the X1.1 flare at 05:08 UT on 19 October).
Therefore, the origin of those peaks needs an alternative explanation.

A possible explanation could be X-rays originated by charge-exchange processes between the solar wind,
Mars and the comet. This phenomenon is well known to occur at comets and planets when the solar wind
encounters their neutral atmosphere (e.g., Bodewits et al., 2007; Dennerl, 2010). However, the X-rays emitted
from this processes are typically much lower in energy (~<1 keV) than those recorded by HEND in this study.
Considering that the peaks during interval E had a clear directionality and also were only registered by HEND,
another possible explanation is that they were caused by a source of low-energy X-rays from a flaring galactic
soft X-ray source that SEP’s FOV did not see and that faded fairly quickly. Although possible, the energy
related to this kind of source is typically lower than the energy registered by HEND. Another possible scenario
is a magnetic connection between the comet and the spacecraft/Mars. Since Siding Spring was at a phase
angle of ~90° at that time, the Parker spiral would have to be very tightly wound and oriented out of the eclip-
tic for the IMF to connect to the vicinity of the comet’s head. This would be very unusual, but not impossible
as Gloeckler et al. (2004) found when the Ulysses mission observed two separate bursts of pickup ions down-
stream of comet C/1999 T1 McNaught-Hartley, caused by the passage of an ICME. The highly distorted field
lines from the ICME ducted the cometary pickup ions over the Ulysses spacecraft. Those ions may have been
streaming out of the comet and were detected during periods of magnetic connection between the comet
and the spacecraft. Although possible, we consider that it is unlikely that direct reconnection could be doing
some particle acceleration in our case. Unfortunately, the IMF orientation cannot be inferred from MAVEN-
MAG because MAVEN was not placed in the undisturbed solar wind during this period.

After considering the MAG observations, the Mars Express moderate density enhancement in the solar wind
(Witasse, Sánchez-Cano,Mays, et al., 2017, Figures 6e and 6f), the absence of positive detections of other peaks
by HEND in about 2 months, the long-lasting enhancements in differential fluxes in SEP (reddish colors), and
the location of those peaks in time and space (Figure 4c), the most realistic hypothesis is that the enhance-
ments of interval E are a consequence of dust impact from the comet, as they are consistent with the comet’s
motion andwith the dust travelingwith it from the south to the north of the ecliptic, and fromMars’s Keplerian
leading hemisphere to the trailing hemisphere. Also, they occurred relatively very close to the comet’s orbital
plane (1–2.2 × 106 kmof distance). TheHENDpeaks could have been created by electrons, protons, or photons
produced by comet particles from the dust tail that hit the instrument. As commented in the previous subsec-
tion, observations from comet 26P/Grigg-Skjellerup by Giotto-EPONA seem to agree with this hypothesis
(McKenna-Lawlor & Afonin, 1999). The specific linkmechanism for these dust impacts is difficult to determine.
A tentative scenario would be a dust population outside the comet’s orbital plane that trails the comet in its
path, such as described by, for example, Jenniskens et al. (2002). This is a well-knownphenomenon that occurs
withperiodic comets,which experience slight variations in their trajectories leaving separate dust streamsnear
their orbits. However Siding Springmay have beenmaking its first journey through the inner solar system, and
therefore, it is difficult to consider this explanation. Another possible explanation are slight variations of Siding
Spring’s orbital inclination that may have caused small changes on the comet’s dust tail trajectory as nongra-
vitational perturbations could significantly affect the comet trajectory, though this is not confirmed by the lat-
est high precision comet trajectory estimates (Farnocchia et al., 2016) based on remote and in situ
observations. Additionally, space weather activity could have enhanced any possible dust tail sputtering. A
probable change in the IMF orientation toward amore negative Bz component within the fast stream, possibly
together with dust material from the comet, could have enhanced any dust sputtering on the spacecraft.

4. Pickup Ion Simulation and Energy Deposition in the Martian Atmosphere

Pickup ions can constitute an important source of heating and ionization at different altitudes in the Martian
atmosphere depending on their kinetic energy (e.g., Fang et al., 2013; Leblanc, Modolo, et al., 2017;
Luhmann & Kozyra, 1991). As described above, the pickup ion flux at Mars was greatly enhanced during and
after the comet encounter, but it is necessary to distinguish whether their source is fromMars’ hot exosphere
or from Siding Spring. For that reason, we have performed a numerical simulation in order to determine a
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better estimate of the cometary pickupO+
flux that reachedMars. The ideal

situation would be to obtain the actual pickup O+
flux and directions from

SEP, but due to its small sky coverage, this is not possible. Due to the distri-
bution over Mars of the observations (Figure 3), this study is only focused
on ions picked up in the less disturbed solar wind upstream of the bow
shock which precipitate back to Mars’ atmosphere. The simulation was
run for the timeof CAandwasbasedon solarwindand cometobservations,
such as a cometwater production rate of 1028molecule/s based onMAVEN
observations (Crismani et al., 2015) and a solar wind speed of 650 km/s and
a number density of 5 cm�3 based on Mars Express observations (Witasse,
Sánchez-Cano, Mays, et al., 2017). The Mars hot oxygen exosphere model
considered in the simulation is the one described by Rahmati et al. (2014)
with the assumption of an isotropic neutral Martian exosphere. The neutral
coma outflow speed was considered to be 1 km/s, the neutral species at
Mars was assumed to be oxygen (mass 16 amu), and the oxygen ionization
frequency was assumed to be 5.10�7 s�1 (obtained from photoionization,
charge exchange, and electron impact ionization). As a reminder, the oxy-
gen pickup ion gyroradii typically range between 5,000 and 50,000 km,
depending on the solar wind velocity and the magnetic field vector. In
the simulation, the pickup ion trajectories (three gyroperiods) were solved
analytically, assuming uniform background fields (undisturbed solar wind
conditions) and considering a pickup ion sampling location at 7,000-km
radial distance from Mars’ center, that is, upstream of the Mars nominal
bow shock (e.g., Hall et al., 2016). The assumption of an undisturbed solar
wind will probably no longer hold true because of the extreme space
weather conditions of this period, though at least it provides an estimate
of the O+ pickup ion flux just for the time of CA.

However, one of the key factors for the simulation is the direction and
magnitude of the IMF, which can only be obtained from MAVEN as no
other spacecraft at Mars carries a magnetometer. Unfortunately, MAVEN
was far from the undisturbed solar wind, being always in the magne-
tosheath and upper atmosphere of Mars during this period. For that rea-
son, we have performed seven simulations for different IMF scenarios.
After considering both Mars’ exosphere and the comet coma as oxygen
sources, we present in Table 1 the results of the omnidirectional differen-
tial flux for different pickup ion energies (30, 50, and 100 keV) and the total
flux, the total energy flux, and the total density of pickup O+ upstream of
Mars for each of the seven simulations. To illustrate one simulation,
Figure 5a shows the trajectory for case number 7, B (nT) = [+5,+2,�5] (in
MSO coordinates), which is the one that the curve on which pickup ions
are born passes closest to the comet at CA when compared to the other
cases. In Figure 5a, the birth point of pickup ions reaching the sampling
location are plotted. The corresponding omnidirectional differential flux
of O+ pickup ions with respect to energy for the Mars hot oxygen exo-
sphere (red) and comet Siding Spring (green) are shown in Figure 5b.

In general, the simulations are consistent in magnitude with the SEP
observations (see Figures 2a and 2b). For the case of Mars’ exosphere, in
all seven cases, the larger the differential flux, the smaller the pickup ion
energy. However, the differential flux level for the Siding Spring case
according to the simulation is the opposite, being larger for higher ener-
gies, which provides evidence of a larger probability of delivering O+

pickup ions of cometary origin as also observed by SEP. The ratio of total
energy flux between pickup ions originating from Mars and Siding

Figure 5. (a) Birth point of pickup ions reaching the sampling location for
simulation case 7 (Table 1). Mars is in red, the bow shock in blue, and
Siding Spring is a black diamond. (b) Omnidirectional differential flux of
pickup O+ versus energy for Mars hot oxygen exosphere (red) and comet
Siding Spring (green) for case 7. (c) Simulation of the energy loss for 1-, 10-,
and 50-keV O+ test particles launched radially toward Mars at 300 km.
MSO = Mars-Solar-Orbital.
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Spring is between 4 and 20 times higher for the comet, and the density of O+ upstream of Mars between 1
and 4 times. The largest fluxes and O+ densities, although not the largest energies, are predicted for case 7.
However, larger pickup ion energies are predicted for cases 1 and 2, which would match better with the SEP
observations at CA because SEP observed fluxes of the same order of magnitude for those energies (see
Figures 2a and 2b). Precomet flyby estimations for active solar conditions by Gronoff et al. (2014) suggested
a larger differential flux for larger energies, although we note that they showed fluxes only in the MSO-X
direction, whereas the fluxes shown in this paper are omnidirectional.

To estimate the altitude at which the energy of these particles is deposited into the Martian atmosphere, we
have performed a second simulation. The model used is the Exospheric Global Model (EGM) (Leblanc,
Leclercq, et al., 2017; Leblanc, Modolo, et al., 2017) in which the trajectories of a few tens of thousands of test
particles are simulated through Mars’ atmosphere, as described by the Laboratoire de Météorologie
Dynamique-Global Climate Model (LMD-GCM) (Chaufray et al., 2014; Gonzalez-Galindo et al., 2013). Each test
particle is launched at 300-km altitude with a downward radial initial velocity with energy of 1, 10, and 50 keV.
The thermosphere is taken to be composed of CO2, CO, O, N2, N, and Ar and corresponds to the solar long-
itude of the observations, Ls = 216.8°. Only binary collisions are considered and are described using the
Lewkow and Kharchenko (2014) scheme for collisions with less than 10 eV of relative energy and with the
molecular dynamics scheme above allowing molecular dissociation and excitation (Leblanc & Johnson,
2002). An electronic loss term was also included following Johnson et al. (2000). The energy deposition profiles
of vertically precipitating O+ particles within an atmospheric layer for the three different energies are displayed
in Figure 5c. Each profile is the result of averaging over all latitudes and longitudes (from a 30° × 60°
latitude/longitude grid) and the energy is decomposed into the energy lost by collisions with the different spe-
cies considered in the LMD-GCM. The figure shows that for O+ particles with an energy of 1 keV, the deposition
altitude is 140 km with a peak energy loss of ~100 eV/km, for particles with 10 keV of energy, the altitude is
~120 km and the peak energy loss ~1 keV/km, and for particles with 50 keV, the altitude is 105–120 km with
a peak energy loss of ~10 keV/km. These profiles are important because these particles lose their energy when
they precipitate into the Martian atmosphere, and, as a consequence, they might create extra heating and ioni-
zation, having some effects on the ionospheric profiles at different altitudes (e.g., Leblanc, Modolo, et al., 2017).
For example, according to Fang et al. (2013), the heating rate close to the exobase of the atmosphere due to the
precipitating particles at extreme solar wind conditions, such as after an ICME, could be significant compared to
the EUV/ultraviolet solar flux. Wang et al. (2016) and Gronoff et al. (2014) [precomet flyby estimations] predicted
a peak at 110 km, and Wang et al. (2016) estimated that the energy loss was ~10 keV cm�3/s for active solar
conditions. Both predictions agree very well with the new results for O+ ions of 50 keV after in situ solar wind
and cometary observations.

5. Concluding Remarks

We have analyzed multispacecraft observations of energetic particles caused by the close flyby of comet
Siding Spring with Mars on 19 October 2014. This is the first time that energetic cometary particles have been
observed in situ at Mars. We have identify different cometary effects:

1. Precipitating cometary O+ pickup ions on Mars’ dayside during the ~10 hr that Mars transited the comet’s
coma region (Mars at less than 106 km from the comet) were observed by the MAVEN-SEP instrument.

2. More O+ pickup ions on Mars’ dayside were observed by SEP for several hours after CA, although whether
its origin is from the comet cannot be firmly concluded. They could be related either to the coma and dust
tail transits or to the extreme space weather activity.

3. Mars Odyssey-HEND instrument recorded flux enhancements during CA at energies of ~195–1,000 keV
mainly on Mars’ dayside and south hemisphere at ~5 × 105 km from the comet that could be produced by
gamma photons created by electrons and energetic protons hitting the instrument from the coma region.

4. Also, HEND observed several flux enhancements at lower energies (~45–195 keV) in both hemispheres
and mainly in the dusk sector that seem consistent with X-ray photons created by coma and dust tail par-
ticles hitting the spacecraft as they occur when Mars crossed the comet’s orbital plane few hours after CA.

5. Additionally, HEND observed a shower of energetic particles a day after CA, but only in the Martian south-
ern hemisphere, near the polar cap, and on the dayside. We have discussed several possible origins, but
the most probable source seems related to dust tail particles hitting the spacecraft.
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6. The work has been completed with an O+ pickup ion energy flux simulation using the actual solar wind
and cometary conditions, together with a simulation of the energy deposition profile in the atmosphere
of Mars. Results indicate that the O+ pickup ion fluxes observed by SEP were deposited in the ionosphere
around 105 to 120 km altitude. Future work will include an assessment of the effects of these particles on
the ionosphere (Witasse, Sánchez-Cano, Molina-Cuberos, et al., 2017).

7. We conclude that despite the extreme solar wind conditions, the Siding Spring flyby of Mars produced
effects comparable to a large solar storm in terms of energetic particle showers.

Appendix A: Context for the Observations

In this section, we include an extended version (Figure A1) of some key observations plotted in Figure 2 that
can help with the general understanding of the context of the comet’s observations discussed in this work.

Figure A1. MAVEN and HEND observations as a function of time. (a, b) MAVEN-SEP ion energy spectra of SEP1f and SEP2f,
respectively. (c, d) MAVEN-SEP total ion flux of SEP1f and SEP2f, respectively. (e) Mars Odyssey-HEND energy profiles from
high-energy channels 8–16. (f) Same as in (e) but for lower-energy channels 1–7. (g) MAVEN-MAG observations in Mars-
Solar-Orbital coordinates. ICME = interplanetary coronal mass ejection; MAVEN = Mars Atmosphere and Volatile EvolutioN;
SEP = solar energetic particle; HEND = High Energy Neutron Detector; DOY = day of year.
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For more detailed information of the ICME and space weather conditions we refer to Witasse, Sánchez-Cano,
Mays, et al. (2017).
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